Jessie Bernard Outstanding Contribution to Feminist Scholarship Paper Award

2016 **Jennifer Randles**, California State University Fresno, “Redefining the Marital Power Struggle Through Relationship Skills: How United State Marriage Education Programs Challenge and Reproduce Gender Inequality”


2014 **Jill E. Yavorsky**, The Ohio State University, “Production of Inequality: Gender Division of Labor across the Transition to Parenthood”

2013 **Ana Jaramillo-Sierra**, Virginia Tech, “Who Pays After the First Date? Young Men’s Discourses of the Male-Provider Role”

2012 **Hyun-Kyung You**, Central Michigan University, “The Intersection of Motherhood and Disability Being a ‘Good’ Korean Mother to an ‘Imperfect’ Child”

2011 **Carla A. Pfefler**, Purdue University North Central, “Women’s Work? Women’s Partners of Transgender Men Doing Housework and Emotion Work”

2010 **Megan L. Haselschwerdt**, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign, “Custody Evaluators’ Beliefs about Domestic Violence Allegations During Divorce: Feminist and Family Violence Perspectives.”

2009 **Amy K. Brainer**, University of Illinois at Chicago, “Being Straight is Not a Choice”


2007 **Abbie E. Goldberg**, Clark University, “Imagining Men: Lesbian Mothers’ Perceptions of Male Involvement During the Transition to Parenthood”

2006 **Catherine Kenney**, University of Illinois, “The Power of the Purse: Allocative Systems and Inequality in Couple Households”


2004 **April L. Few**, Virginia Tech; **Dionne Stephens**, University of Georgia; **Marlo Rouse-Arnett**, Georgia Southern University, “Sister-to-Sister Talk: Transcending Boundaries and Challenges in Qualitative Research with Black Women”

2003 **Margie L. Kiter**, University of Delaware, “We’re Decent People: Constructing and Managing Family Identity in Working-Class Communities”

2002 **Lori A. McGraw**, Oregon State University, “Meanings of Sisterhood and Disability: Narratives from White Nondisabled Sisters”

2001 **Julie Kohler**, Univ. of Maryland, “The Anticipated Consequences of Covenant Marriage Laws for Women: Understanding Women’s Perspectives”

2000 **Shelley Haddock**, Colorado State University, “The Power Equity Guide: Attending To Gender in Family Therapy”

1999 **Ramona Faith Oswald**, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, “A Member of the Wedding? Heterosexism and Family Ritual”

1998 **Susan A. Freedman and Hilary Lips**, Penn State University, “Articulating Feminist Identity Against a Backdrop of Heterosexuality”


1996 **Beth Skilken-Catlett**, Ohio State University, Implications of Feminist Scholarship for the Study of Women’s Postdivorce Economic Disadvantage

1995 **Karen Pyke**, University of Southern California, Class-based Masculinities; The Inner Dependence of Gender, Class,
and Interpersonal Power

Pamela Choice and Leanne Lamke, Auburn University, *A Conceptual Approach to Understanding Abused Women's Stay/Leave Decisions*

1994  Karla Brock, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign
1993  Mary-Eve Zangari and Anne Gosling-Goldsmith, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1991  Polly Fassinger, Concordia College, Moorhead, MN
1990  Nazli Kibria